Introducing INTERWIRE 2017

Proof that wire & cable never looked so good after enduring so much.

Everyone wants something specific when it comes to ferrous, nonferrous, and electrical wire. And when it is about wire & cable manufacturing, it is all about …the process.

So when you’ve been around wire and cable as long as we have, you know that short cuts don’t work. Except one: INTERWIRE.

INTERWIRE represents decades of wire & cable making advancement bundled into one efficient package. It is the time-tested way your competitors stay relevant in this business. And the direct link between you and the solution to the process you call your own.

Maybe it’s technical know-how you seek. Or machinery to upgrade your plant. Training for your team. Or finding contacts far and wide. Interwire delivers. It is an international wire & cable industry fair and the largest marketplace of its kind in the Americas—36+ years in refinement.

Find out why Interwire followers come from 50 countries to participate.

Register now at: www.interwire17.com.
